RIVERS OF BLOOD FLOW IN RUSSIA

Thousands killed in Odessa Streets.

JEWISH FIGHT FOR THEIR LIVES

Kazan, Warsaw and Kiev
have sanguinary riots.

GOVERNOR FORCED TO GO

Demand for Release of Prisoner
Canadian official in Russia in scene of Antisemitic
tragedy in Mary Towns.

STATE ABOUT CENTER OF REVOLUTION

By PETER SCHNEIDER—The center of the
uprising in Russia is the Russian
Caucasus, of all places.

The political situation in the
Caucasus is more complicated
than it has ever been in the
history of the nation. The
anarchists are in the lead,

and they are being supplied
from behind the scenes by
foreign agents.

The situation in the
Caucasus is so serious that
the government has ordered
the Russian military
forces to be placed on a
war footing.

The military forces in the
Caucasus have fought
bravely against the
revolutionaries, but they
have been fighting a losing
battle.

The revolutionaries have
been able to take advantage
of the situation and have
been able to spread their
ideas throughout the
land.

The government has
been unable to control the
situation and has been
forced to give in to the
revolutionaries.

The revolutionaries have
been able to take control of
the situation and are
presently in control of the
Caucasus.
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